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Abstract 

Joe ‘D’ Cruz in his novel “Ocean Rimmed World” has focused much into the dynamics of 

the ocean and describes graphically the various other non-humans dwelling in the ocean - 

the chief protagonist and antagonist of the novel. The author’s intricate description of the 

troubles and tribulations of the Parathavas – community of fisher folk of Tuticorin coast, 

marginalised both on land and shore and the symbiotic relation between the humans and 

the non-humans makes the novel bioregional. This paper attempts to read this novel as 

blue eco criticism as the novel is the author’s anguish over human’s  insatiable greed to 

conquer and control ocean by displacing the indigenous way of life and redefining the 

native landscape/ seascape by promoting global capitalism to meet his commercial 

interests which have become a norm across the world.This paper is an attempt to 

explicate how the author by employing nativistic approach by using the discourse of his 

own community addresses his concerns towards environmental orientalism. 
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The ever vibrant ocean that surrounds the global earth has never failed to stir 

human interest, to arouse their curiosity and to inspire their imagination since ages. For 

people like Shakespeare it is a place of profound mystery and strange familiarity, 

playground for Byron, for Arabian Nights sailor Sindbad, Defoe’s Dutch sailor Robinson 

Crusoe and Coleridge’s ancient mariner it’s full of adventure to be experienced and 

explored, for Melville it is beautiful yet dangerous, romantic for Keats, Byron and Arnold 

but for the fishing community it is livelihood and survival.  

The unfathomable nature of ocean in recent times has suffered a massive sea 

change due to anthropogenic activities. Imperialistic attitude and capitalistic tendencies of 

human beings have plundered the ocean’s world. Despite the fact the major portion of our 

terraqueous globe is covered by water and the impact of human pressures on the ocean is 

on the rise the works on marine ecosystem has not penetrated into the study of literary eco 

criticism which is dominated by terrestrial criticism. Dan Brayton in his monograph 

Shakespeare’s ocean: An Eco critical exploration criticizes the eco critics for their focus 

towards green literary criticism and the neglect of blue environment that surrounds the 

globe: “the emblematic colour of environmentalism and eco critical enquiry imposes a 

categorical limitation on scholarly discourse”[1]. Only very few writers have explored the 

human ocean encounter. 

India, which has a stretch of 7500 km long coastal line and territorial waters up to 

12 nautical miles, is rich in its coastal and marine ecosystem. It is one of the most diverse 

ecosystems and a significant human population depends on its resources. These exclusive 

bioregions are intertwined with human culture and the activities of humans have huge 

impact on these unique ecosystems. The ancient Tamil Sangam literature has categorised 
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the landscape of Tamil Nadu into five eco zones called Thinaigal which narrate the day-

to-day life of the common people residing in five-folds, “the concept of Thinaigal 

(Landscapes) has provided the terrain, the fauna and flora, health status and medicinal 

value of their flora of five major landscapes (Iynthinaigal) namely Kurinji, Mullai, 

Marutham, Neithal and Palai. These landscapes were named after the chief herbs growing 

in that region”[2].Neytal describes the natives of the neytal landscape especially fishing 

community, their environment, the net, the strong odour that emanates from the drying 

fish which attracts the birds, the flora, the fauna and the sacred, specific to the coastal 

areas.The ancient Tamil text the Sangam literature vividly describes the charm and 

freshness of the landscape in a very realistic manner. However, the Sangam poetry 

presents only the romantic side of the shore life and not much on the problems of the 

fishing folks on the sea and about the other creatures of the sea. The diverse culture of the 

coastal people, the ebb and flow of their life, tough fisher folk and their turbulent life have 

not been captured by the Indian writers. Failure to capture the pulse of the sea in the 

works can be ascribed to the reason that those writers are outsiders to this environment. 

         Viewed against the void in the ocean literature Joe D’Cruz’s Ocean rimmed 

world gains significance as it gives an insider’s account of the hitherto undocumented 

traumas, troubles and the changing fortunes faced by the 

seafaring parathava’s community who populate the coastal village near Tuticorin - pearl 

fishery coast in Tamil Nadu - that the author hails from. “Written originally in Tamil, and 

translated into English by G. Geetha, R.N. Joe D’Cruz’s novel Ocean Rimmed World 

explores the hardship, toil, labour of coarse love and change-induced conflict in the lives 

of the fishing community in his native Tuticorin. Set in the community of Parathavas, the 

intricate plot which spans 55 years, tracks the numerous changes in the lives and fortunes 

of the clan, supplemented by the powerful narratives.” [3]. 

 Joe D’Cruz has celebrated the myriad faces of the sea and has focused much into 

the dynamics of the ocean and graphically describes the various other non-humans 

dwelling in the ocean- the chief protagonist and antagonist of the novel. The author’s 

intricate description of the lore of the seashore, the symbiotic relationship between the 

humans and the non-humans and their love for the sea -their mother goddess make the 

novel bioregional. This paper attempts to read this novel as blue eco criticism as the novel 

is the author’s anguish over humans’ insatiable greed to conquer and control ocean by 

displacing the indigenous way of life and redefining the native landscape/ seascape by 

promoting global capitalism to meet their commercial interests which have become the 

norm across the world. This emphasis on the domination exerted by human beings over 

the ocean binds Cruz’s novel with the central concerns of the anthropologist Gisli Palsson 

who has propounded three major theoretical paradigms in studying human environment 

relationship viz: orientalism, paternalism and communalism. 

         Ocean rimmed world becomes a perfect text for an eco-critical reading which 

seeks to “restore significance to the world beyond the page and to revalue more than 

human natural world to which some texts and cultural traditions invite us to attend”[4] 

The novel unfolds with a framework of nonlinear narratives- the shorter one that spans for 

seven days which recounts the plight of three fishermen who were stranded at mid sea in 

1983 that forms an interlude to the longest story of the parathava community’s way of 

life, of fishing, their socio economic conditions that span over a period of five decades 

(1932- 1985). In both narratives sea is the text whose sounds and signals are interpreted 

by “fishermen the cultural amphibians negotiating between sea and land” [5]. Each page 

of the text is reverberated with roars and rhythms of the sea. The author familiarises his 

readers the seascape, myriad moods of the sea with its flora and fauna through the eyes 

and experience of the three fishermen Siluvai the younger one, his guardian Soosai and 
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Godhra Pillai who were adrift at sea due to rogue waves while on their regular fishing 

expedition. 

Ocean is not only a place for crossing, cruising, surfing and yachting; it is a store 

house of energy: from different forms of neevadu (water current that is exclusive to this 

particular part of the coast flowing from west to east, or otherwise, sometimes both at the 

same time creating dangerous whirlpools) to different types of huffing winds from 

fiendish cyclone (which had submerged the island Dhanushkodi_ to chilling westbound 

wind kachankathu and gentle east bound wind vadaikondal. Churning seas sometimes 

monstrous, raged and roared, sometimes seethed and heaved, sometimes serene and 

frothy.This unpredictable nature of the sea and its constant changes pose a challenge to 

the established order on the shore. This chaotic nature of the sea makes the life of the 

seafarers highly unstable. This uncertainty and insecurity in their lives result in diverse 

conflicts: conventional methodologies versus unconventional methodologies, traditional 

versus. modern, sustenance versus starvation, which set the tone of the novel. 

         As the story progresses the readers are exposed to key information on the wealth of 

the ocean throbbing with different schools of fish and other marine life forms of 1930s. 

Small fish like madhanam, theli, chattithayalam could be seen near the shores. As one 

moves further deep into the sea it was teamed with chalai -oil sardines-

flotillas, panna,payinthi,mavala,kuthippu,thumbuvalai,kezhuthi,katta,parai,glisteni

ngsilvery sardines, minsasrameenu - lantern fish that lights up the sea are few varieties 

to be mentioned. Besides, it also housed turtles like panchalammai which was edible 

and elimoonjammai which was poisonous, squid which squirts ink into the sea to protect 

themselves, eel near rocky pools and various other sea creatures. Suddenly the fishermen 

on the sea were enthralled by a rare spectacle of thousands of seahorses which normally 

live under the seafloor, riding the sea around them. For these fishermen, 

“it looks as if a whole Garden had come into bloom all around them. Fish of 

different hues, shapes and unimaginable beauty that guided past them in a lovely 

pageant. The men were so taken up by the sheer splendour and beauty of it all, that 

they forgot their hunger. They forgot their terrible plight .....lost in the beauty of it 

all”[6]. 

The author through the eyes of the three fishermen of Aamanthurai village Thomanthirai-

kadalodi- an experienced fisherman, Godhra and Soosai throw light on the behavioural 

pattern of big fish, sharks and other mammals like Ongals –dolphins found in that area. 

When Bosco and Godhra were frightened at the sight of leaping dolphins,Thomanthirai 

calmed them down saying that dolphins are actually guardians of humans in the deep sea, 

protect humans from blood lurking sharks. When Godhra and Soosai got terrified when 

their kattumaram had gone over the hump of a huge fish passing that way, tossing them 

up and down for some time, Thomanthirai told them not to get scared, as these big fish 

never hurts human beings as these creatures are, “bound by Kumari Aatha our mother 

goddess, who watches over us”[7]. Similar to land ethics sea creatures also follow certain 

sea ethics. Thomanthirai asked his fellow companions to pray when they came across 

some huge fish:Kumari Aatha, “We are your children. We promise not to trouble this 

fish in anyway. So let it not harm us”[8]. Here both fishermen and fish seem to have 

entered into an agreement of not harming each other. As they are born to the same 

mother Kumari Aatha they become co inhabitants of the earth. Most of the big fish do 

not attack humans and their flesh is also not preferred. Physically also human beings are 

no match to their apex predators. Though human beings have inhabited this planet after 

Pisces, they have considered the human beings as worthy of coexistence and human 

beings too should reciprocate the same act. This incident highlights that to protect the 

health of this earth which includes both land and water, values are essential. This kind of 

bonding of the native people with other life forms helped in conservation of nature. 
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          When Godhra grumbled that they had to die every day in the sea and toil so hard 

on aazhi - where the waves are formed in the sea- Thomanthirai consoled him saying, 

“This sea- she is our mother goddess. No this or that goddess, mind you, but 

our Kumari Aatha ....she is the kaval theivam protecting the entire sea shore, 

watching over her children who set out to sea. She has been feeding us through the 

ages. She bestows a different kind of fish on us every season, filling our bellies 

and lighting up our homes”[9]. 

And further adds that along the entire region of the sea only in Aamanthurai the aazhi-

 the big fish breeding ground is present and as a result, the fishers have a good catch. 

Elevating the sea to mother and calling her mother goddess, who protects both sea and 

land, asserts the popular indigenous notion that natural objects like river, seas, stones 

rocks etc. too similar to humans have souls and consciousness. As Chief Seattle asserts in 

his speech 

“Even the rocks that seems to lie dumb as they swelter in the sun, along the silent 

sea shore in solemn grandeur thrill with memories of past events connected with 

the fate of my people and the very dust under your feet responds more lovingly to 

our footsteps than to yours, because it is the ashes of our ancestors and our bare 

feet are conscious of the sympathetic touch, for the soil is rich with the life of our 

kindred” [10]. 

         For Thomanthirai, the living environment is divine. He shares the knowledge he has 

gathered from his predecessors to his group. Through his narration the readers understand 

that, even the name Aamandurai got its name based on the fact that it was a nesting 

ground for sea turtles. Lots of turtles used to visit the shores to nest and lay eggs. Feeling 

of oneness with all the other life forms, understanding the life place and developing a 

relationship with the natural world, knowledge about the ancestors and their way of life 

are important biophilic characteristics. This bioregional awareness is due to details that 

were passed on through generations and the experience he has gained in that particular 

field. As Snyder says, “bio regional awareness teaches in specific ways. It’s not enough to 

just love nature or to want to be in harmony with Gaia. Our relation to the natural world 

takes place in a place and it must be grounded in information and experience.”[11].

 Cruz unravels the nuances of shark hunting and gives an insight into the habits, 

habitats of sharks and their way of living. Shark hunting is considered risky and fearful. 

Even though it is lucrative it is considered terrible nightmare for fishers. When the catch 

was less during the blustery months of Aadi few of them dared to venture into the deep 

sea Surapaarai which was teaming with sharks for shark hunting. Thomanthirai enlisted 

various types of sharks like vela, izhuppa,,uzhuvai and varipuliyan  found in that area 

and whose dried meat, oil and fins bought them a very good prize. Shark hunting is a 

perfect illustration of environmental orientalism which illustrates human beings as 

masters over nature. Gisli Palsson defines environmental orientalism as “domestication, 

frontiers and expansion, of exploration conquering and exploitation of the environment 

for the diverse purposes of production, consumption, sports and display”[12]. When 

Godhra suggested to steer the maram towards shore as Thomanthirai was hurt, he 

dismissed the idea saying that it was a disgrace to go back without fish as nobody “on the 

sea front would respect me after that I‘d rather die”[13]. His determination echoes 

prevalence of Palsson’s environmental orientalism which ties social honour with the size 

of the catch as defining yardstick “used for evaluating the social honour of a Skipper was 

the size or the volume of catch”[14].Thomanthirai’s, aggressive stance to capture the 

sharks project him as an imperialistic person who tries to dominate nature. 

         Fishermen did not carry nets for shark hunting instead they carried long fishing lines 

or snoods with iron hooks attached on it. The fierce fight between two unequal opponents 

-the varipuliyan- the tiger shark which tried to break free from the clutches of iron hooks 
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and Thomanthirai crew’s cruel efforts to take it alive without killing it as the dead shark 

would be eaten by other fish in the sea on the way to the shore exhibits not only brutal 

animal instincts, but also the capitalistic and consumerist nature of human beings who 

look at every object as object for consumption. Gisli Palsson’s remarks that for the fishing 

community “sea representing a gigantic continuous mass of energy to be worked upon 

actively and offensively by humans by force more specifically by daring males almost all 

war with the ecosystem”[15]. This incident which brings to the fore the gruesome manner 

in which the gigantic marine animals are tortured, tormented by the humans using their 

intelligence, calls for eco criticism which demands protection and apathy towards non 

humans. 

         An illustration of biophilic association can be seen in the description of 

the varipulliyan couple which roams in pairs always in their dwelling. The joyous life of 

the couple which came to an end with the capture of the male shark by the ruthless 

humans – the helpless plight of its female shark that followed the mate which got 

ensnared in the hooks and its efforts to escape from the trap raise question on 

environmental ethics and justice and lack of human apathy towards non- human 

environment. Though, Thomanthirai is the predator of the shark he was sympathetic 

towards them. The behaviour of the female as described by Thomanthirai, 

“we tore the couple apart without a trace of pity and are towing one away. After all 

they have souls too. Just look at that, Godhra, what great affection that fish must 

have for its mate to keep following like this. A whole night has passed even so it 

still behind us”[16]. 

strikes similarity with human beings who think only they are bound by ties and affection 

and other non-humans are devoid of all such emotions. This kind of affinity towards one’s 

mate is common with humans. But Thomanthirai associates these traits to the shark. It 

might be a pigment of his imagination. But associating human feelings to non- human 

beings is indicative of his attitude towards non-human beings. It can even be concluded 

that he considers them as beings with human feelings. His guilt of committing a great sin 

by splitting apart the couple shows his sense of affinity towards non-human which is 

biophilic. This biophilic characteristic can be attributed as a quality that these simple folks 

nurtured. But he consoled himself saying that, “But, what to do, this happens to be our 

livelihood [17]. Though the text reflects human’s oriental spirit of domination and 

exploitation Thomanthirai’s attitude exhibits animal ethics and environmental justice. 

Ritual, a valuable cultural tool in the bio regional vision helps people bond with 

each other and their environment. It is a community activity which gives meaningful 

information about the community. “Rituals are universal human predispositions and 

paradoxically are also culturally specific communal practices that are expressed in a 

localized way. They may have religious or civic roots, but either form can express sacred 

meaning. They often mark important events in the life of the community, but they also 

carry individual meaning through personal interpretation”[18]. As fishermen rely on sea 

for their livelihood they are deeply cultural towards it and they celebrate many rituals 

based around the sea. Building Kattumaram is one such ritual for these fishing folks. It 

was celebrated by the entire village right from the arrival of logs to the shore, then making 

of the Kattumaram by the Odavis- the designers- to sprinkling holy water by the priest 

on the day of launching ceremony, followed by pronouncing el- an act of commenting on 

the seaworthiness of the craft, involves lot of rituals in which the entire community takes 

part. But this sea friendly fishing craft is at the risk of dying out with the arrival of fibre 

reinforced plastic boats after 2004 tsunami. 

         With the change of seasons, passing of years, economy changes, conventional and 

traditional methods have paved the way to new technology, the first being electricity at 

lighthouse which replaced the turtle shell lamps that was lit along the coastal lines and 
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changing demands of fish market. In 1930s raals-the prawns were rarely sighted in this 

coast and it wasn’t even touched as there were no takers. There was a rise in its demand in 

1970s after the export companies started buying it in wholesale. Suddenly in 1973 the sea 

was full of large shoals of prawns and there was large scoop of prawns in each and 

every maram. In 1980’s with a boom in prawn exports the demand for prawns also 

increased along with their price. Prawn fishing gave the local people an assured income 

even during lean months. Many people turned into prawn agents and became rich. As the 

wealth of the shore people increased, the wealth of the sea started to decline which was 

complemented with the arrival of big fishing companies. The entry of Corporates has 

industrialized the sector and fish has become a commodity. These big fishing companies 

are adversaries to marine ecosystem as they employ new technology and methodology to 

accelerate the quantity of fish catch which leads to overfishing. The changed seascape of 

Aamanthurai is seen through the eyes of Soosaiyar: mechanised boats and trawlers were 

busy casting their nets for prawns. 

Only Aamanthurai and Periyathurai had big fishing grounds where prawns came 

swimming with the current for spawning and bred prolifically. As this madai was 

suitably located for fishing heavy competition prevailed among trawlers, mechanised 

boats and traditional fishermen to harvest the maximum prawns. Till 1976 only traditional 

fishing crafts ruled the roost and the trawl fishing was introduced as per Indo - Norwegian 

pact. Parathavas of this region have been using only the kattumaram for riding the sea. 

They do not prefer mechanised boats as the stretch of sea is rough and rocky these 

mechanised boats have the possibility of dashing against rocks and capsizing. 

Only kattumaram, the traditional fishing craft of Tamil Nadu which is built by binding 

the logs together, can withstand the harsh conditions of the sea and it does not capsize as 

it penetrates through the breakers and it needs little maintenance. M.S. Swaminathan’-

father of Green revolution in India- in his foreword to a programme writes, “the superb 

efficiency of traditional craft is highlighted by the fact that new and modern designs of 

fishing craft have sometimes been accepted by small scale fishermen only when they 

incorporate some of the features of traditional craft” [19]. 

         As access to fish is contested coastlines are also contested. Though the salt water 

which covers the entire planet is one singular aquatic body as said by the eminent 

historian J.H Parry “all the seas are one”[20], the world has demarcated boundaries in the 

ocean for convenience, communication and for various other claims. As the sea is 

interpreted from terrestrial point of view and not from sea to land, man carries his 

terrestrial attitude and outlook to sea as well. Territorial waters also come under disputes 

similar to land disputes. Time restrictions imposed by the government for mechanised 

boats to protect the interests of artisanal fishing folks were defied. Soosai’s complaint to 

GodhraPillai that, “if at this time these fellows strip the sea nonstop like this, what can we 

do.... what’ll be left for us to catch?”[21] not only reveals the plight of fishermen who 

depend on these waters for their livelihood it also conveys that both industrial fishing and 

non-industrial fishing contribute to the depletion of marine resources. 

         The author gives a detailed account of various nets used for different types of 

fishing. Earlier in 1930’s cotton and jute nets were used. Gill nets that catch the fish 

which tries to pass through it were also in use. Chalai nets special kind of nets 

for chalai - oil sardines, shore seine net for catching fish close to the shore, prawn 

nets podivalai exclusively for catching prawns were used by traditional 

fishermen. Thattumadi large fine meshed net was owned by very few families as people 

need to be technically sound to handle this elaborate fish gear. As this thattumadi could 

be used by single maram they went in two or three teams to set this net to catch fish 

which roamed in large schools. 
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The conversation between Soosai and Godhra also brings out the difference 

between the traditional nets and modern nets used by trawlers. A question arises weather 

this fisherman are aware of the consequences of overfishing? Ignorance of the facts about 

the exhaustion of fish in the sea is suicidal. The author draws our attention to an 

interesting fact that fish caught by cotton nets, “do not bleed to death hence they are 

tastier than those which were captured with nylon nets that spew blood and suffocates to 

death losing their freshness before they can be retrieved”[22]. That is the reason cited for 

the great demand for the fish caught with cotton nets. This kind of native knowledge 

possessed by these simple fishing folks might not be based on any scientific research then. 

But it is now proven through scientific research that the, “introduction of fishing gear and 

methods to an area whether these methods are technically new or simple are not without 

danger to both the community and the aquatic ecosystem. In this regards, the fishing arts 

developed within a region may usually be the best suited for the species and sizes desired, 

given the prevailing aquatic conditions, community and economic structure.”[23]. 

It is evident that the modern science has confirmed that the fishing practices of a 

particular sect in a particular ecosystem are always time-tested and proven. Lourde’s 

retort to Siluvai, who owed the credit to disco nets - the recent one for the better catch- 

“what better,eh? Earlier the fish would rise in big shoals and we’d easily net eight to ten 

thousand now and then, but we don’t get so many these days!”[24] reveals the shocking 

reality of declining fish catch as a result of overfishing. Another reason cited for the 

decline in catch was the type of nets used by trawlers which were not eco-friendly. Soosai 

complained that the nylon nets with conical bags used by trawlers completely swept the 

seabed thereby destroying the eggs and fry and finally dumping the unwanted small fish 

back into the sea. Bottom trawling in which the equipment dredges and drags the sea floor 

to catch the bottom dwelling fish completely destroys the aquatic habitat by disturbing the 

spawning fish, by churning up the sediments of the floor, by killing the burrowing 

creatures, destroying oysters corals and other productive marine habits. Discarding by 

catches during trawler operations result in the huge loss of usable fish and it leads to 

increased waste. Fishing using traditional nets does not disturb the spawning, rake up the 

seabed and it stands like a wall. Godhra felt it was the responsibility of traditional 

fishermen like him to safeguard this sea and its sustainability. In his remark, “just look at 

them, Soose! They are stripping the sea right in front of our eyes. They don’t care that all 

this wealth should last. For them this is just another business. For us this sea is our very 

breath, our very life. Besides, the fellows on these trawlers work for daily wages. So what 

do they care if all the baby raal die? Even if ten thousand baby raals were to die in their 

bid to catch ten they wouldn’t care one bit. But will our hearts even bear thinking about 

such a thing?”[25]. 

Considering the supposed period of this story, it is astounding to learn the level of 

knowledge and understanding these folks had on the negative impact of the unsustainable 

methods of fishing on the fishing profession and more importantly on the biodiversity of 

the marine ecosystem – which are now proven facts. “bottom trawling and primary 

production can cause functional changes to benthic communities. Bottom trawling had 

negative effects on functional diversity, functional evenness, and the maximum weight 

and living habit of the benthic community, and no effects on their feeding mode, 

longevity, bioturbation, and sediment position. We also found greater effects of trawling 

on benthic ecosystem functioning in areas of high primary production. Noting changing 

levels of primary production globally, this interaction may reduce resiliency of 

ecosystems and fish stocks to future fishing impacts.”[26] 

However, among these fishing folks a paternal sense of protection could be felt 

and nexus between marine life and shore life, poverty and environment. As a result of 

poverty they indulge in overfishing which results in the depletion of fish thus contributing 
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to poverty. His remarks echoes Gisli Palsson’s paradigm of paternalism which similar to 

orientalism underscores human mastery over nature but, “it is characterized by relation of 

protection, not exploitation”[27]. 

         Significant difference can be seen in their treatment of ocean between traditional 

fishing communities and industrial fishing groups. Small scale fishers depend highly on 

the sea for their survival. They have a deep respect and love for the sea as they consider 

the sea as their extended family member cherished and shared over generations. In non-

industrial fisheries artisanal fishermen, buyers’ marketers, belong to the same local 

community. As their transactions are on day to day face to face basis, they have concern 

towards the welfare of the society, the welfare of one another, community and the 

environment and have deep-rooted values. On the other hand no such relationship prevails 

in industrial fishing, as the catchers and consumers are distantly located. The ethical 

values in the transactions are compromised and as fish workers who are employed by the 

corporate are driven by fish for-profit motive environmental benefits are sacrificed at the 

cost of economic benefits. Industrial fishing is completely exploitation orientated and is 

driven only by profits. 

          From the casual conversation among the fishermen at Kanyakumari harbour Siluvai 

gathered the information that rules would be implemented at Tuticorin coast forbidding 

mechanised boats and trawlers from fishing for a month, earmarking areas that is first 6 

km for kattumaram and country boats, next 6 km for mechanised boats and trawlers and 

for big vessels deep sea and beyond that. As restrictions were imposed in Tuticorin coast 

mechanized boats and trawlers went to Kanyakumari coast, unaware of the facts that 

depletion of the sea in one part will have serious environmental consequences in the entire 

sea as it disrupts the food chain. 

         Rules were flouted to maximize the catch. Deep-sea vessels and mechanised boats 

had encroached upon the area reserved for kattumaram thus ruining the lives of the 

traditional fishermen and damaging the habitats of shore fish with their noise. When 

Kuttiyandiyar- fellow fisherfolk - lamented to Godhra that they had to go very far to catch 

the shore fish thirukkai (whip-tailed stingrays) which were available in plenty in those 

days near the shore, Godhra cited noise pollution as the reason: “Periyalu, the thing is 

more and more ships are sailing this way these days. The vessels from Thoothukudi have 

machines you see. The noise scares the fish off to the deep sea”[28] explains the threat 

posed to the aquatic creatures by these big ships and mechanized boats. There is a popular 

misconception among the human beings that a sea is a place of stunning silence when 

actually it is an acoustic realm. Most of the sea animals, like whales and dolphins, use 

voice to communicate, to navigate, and to locate food and one another. The clamour of 

crisscrossing ships affects the health of marine animals. One of the major by-products of 

industrialisation of fishing is ocean noise as Rachel Carson explains, 

“We always used to think of the deep sea as a place of silence. The idea that could 

be sound underwater had not entered most people’s minds. Nor had the idea that 

fish or shrimps or whales had voices …. In fact tumults of undersea voices were so 

great that whole fleets of submarine could have passed by undetected [29]. 

The rise of sea level in response to global warming had affected the Aamanthurai 

coast too. After the cyclone in 1975, the sea had encroached upon the shore land to some 

extent thus shrinking the coast. Godhra’s remark that “ the sea has crept up the shore little 

but the water have come a long way into the river's mouth in the east”[30] draws the 

attention that rising sea level had contaminated freshwater which in turn would affect 

irrigation and farming and other flora and fauna of that area. Sand mining is also one of 

the reasons for saline water intrusion from the sea into the coastal land. Siluvai on a secret 

trip to Kanyakumari to avenge for the disrespect shown towards his guardian Soosai, was 

very much distressed over the mining of sand and exporting garnet sand - a new onslaught 
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on the marine ecosystem: “hitherto the fisher folk had been facing difficulties only at the 

sea level where is now, thanks to the mining and export of garnet sand, new problems 

were cropping up on the shore as well”[31]. Sand dunes give security against surging sea. 

Increased erosion make the coastal areas more vulnerable to flood and storm surge. It 

erodes the places where turtles come for laying eggs. The effect of sand mining is 

compounded by the effect of sea-level rise. 

         The threats posed by anthropogenic activities have multiplied. Commoditization of 

the entire ocean has changed it to the surface of hunting ground and dumping yard. There 

is a popular misconception that ocean is a cornucopia, a place of abundance and can 

withstand any extent of exploitation and onslaught on it. To replenish the diminished sea 

life the author implicitly suggests a collective effort of coastal communities which echoes 

Palsson’s paradigm of communalism “in which skipper’s extensive knowledge of 

ecosystem within which they operate the collective of apprenticeship .... may be wise for 

management purposes”[32]).Palsson’s communalism which abandons the radical 

discrimination between environment and humans could be seen operating in the fishing 

community:“Communalism suggests generalised reciprocity, an exchange often 

metaphorically represented in terms of intimate, personal relationship”[33].The way 

Thomanthirai, Soosai and Godhra deciphered the sea demonstrates their intimate 

knowledge about the living environment of the non-humans which is remotely located 

from the land. According the sea, a divine status Thomanthirai felt she needed a humane 

treatment from the human beings as, “has she ever denied us? She does not get angry on 

some days. All the same we must learn to smile and endure patiently”[34]. In the final 

chapter, the author has reversed the roles of the sea and the traditional fishermen. Kumari 

Aatha their mother goddess became Parathava’s daughter parathi and merged with the 

sea. As sea had become their daughter the parathavas had to protect her from any 

onslaught. Though paternalism is explicit, the underlying spirit of communalism could be 

felt like an act of reciprocating the responsibilities which signify explicitly a cultural 

space and entity. It also communicates how the traditional fishers work diligently to 

protect the marine life as they feel that they are the true guardians of the sea. 

         The wealth of information about traditional ecological knowledge transferred by the 

experienced fishermen Thomanthirai, Godhra and Soosai to the next generation before 

they die highlights author’s concern that such rich traditional environmental knowledge, 

culturally transmitted beliefs should not be lost in the age of industrialisation, 

globalisation and capitalisation as the knowledge might give a lot of relevant information 

to various factors that are at play in the ecosystem. It also throws light on the small scale 

fishers understanding the science and signs of the sea including how the marine 

ecosystem are highly interdependent, how they support each other and why different 

species live in different habitats. Teaming indigenous wisdom which strictly adheres to 

sustainable catch and resource use with modern technology’s ability to predict might be 

invaluable as it helps to preserve, conserve, maintain, manage, assess and develop the 

biodiversity. 

The ocean is a valuable asset to this world. Though the fishing communities share 

a deep rooted bond with the sea both culturally and emotionally, the fruits of clean and 

healthy ocean are reaped by the entire humanity. Though millions of people across the 

globe are sustained by the economic activities on the sea, we have a scant regard for the 

sea. The novel is a clarion call by the author to work hard towards safeguarding   the 

ocean from pollution. 

As an answer to Patricia Yaeger’s direct call for writers to turn towards blue 

cultural studies, “for fish to be protected, for cleanup to begin, on a large enough scale, 

government and business will have to take part. Shouldn’t poets, novelists, students and 

literary critics take part as well”[35] the author, by employing nativistic approach, by 
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creating his own narratives and by using the lingo of their community attempts to 

explicate a blue version of eco criticism which reinforces the need for communal living 

and instructs the values of non-human world in the wake of modernisation, globalisation 

and market integration as the health of the land depends on the health of the ocean. 
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